"Keep It Calm and Stop the Violence"

Violence has affected my life,
And of those who live in my generation.
Crimes have increased,
And so has violence against kids.
Violence is affecting the way we live.
Before we could play outside,
Now there's hesitation without supervision.
Even with supervision,
Parents are in danger too.
We can't go to the mall, movies or park.
Instead we are locked up in the house like prisoners.
And technology is our entertainment.

Being who you're not,
Why do that?
Doing "big things" to impress is not cool.
If they don't accept you for who you are,
Then they shouldn't exist to you.
Be unique,
And stop the violence.
Because it affects our lives,
It affects all of us.

Think before you do.
Be you and not what someone else wants you to be.
Do you and not what someone else wants you to do.
Be a leader and not a follower.
Keep it calm.
Don't let anyone stress you.
Don't be scared to ask for help,
Trust me,
It will help you
Don't "do" something you'll regret
Because it'll affect you

"Peer pressure,
Trying to fit in
Influenced by the wrong people
No one to discipline
Or teach
Wright from wrong
Do to impress
And later on regret."

Click, click, pow!
As people run in fear
A loved one lost
Innocent, loved
And here he comes
bewitched, tripping
And that person is ME.

Why did I do this?
I should've never tried to fit in
Why couldn't I do me?
Look where I ended up now
The one's who call me their "family"
Don't care or bother to v? is?
The struggle was real, trying to find a friend
But it's a mistake I'll never make again.